BACKGROUND BACKGROUND BACKGROUND BACKGROUND
Primary aim of the spontaneous reporting of ADRs is to detect drug safety signals as early as possible.
Signal is defined as "reported information on a possible causal relationship between an adverse event possible causal relationship between an adverse event and a drug, of which the relationship is unknown or incompletely documented previously."
An association between drug and ADR is measured based on the frequency with which a particular ADR reported disproportionally with a particular drug comparing to all other drugs and ADRs in the database.
Signal detection methods Proportional reporting ratio (PRR) Reporting odds ratio (ROR) Bayesian Confidence Propagation Neuron Network (BCPNN)
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Network (BCPNN) Multi-item Gamma Poisson Shrinker (MGPS)
Thai FDA uses the ROR method to screen and identify ADR signals from its spontaneous reporting database A comparative study of the methods needs to be explored to evaluate the performance of the methods for signal detection 
OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES OBJECTIVES
Reports without the drug Reports without the drug Reports without the drug Reports without the drug Reports without the drug Reports without the drug Reports without the drug Reports without the drug • ROR detected signals earlier than the BCPNN.
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